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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

[0001] This invention relates to a radar device and, specifically, to a radar device mounted on a vehicle and for detecting
the positions of preceding vehicles and oncoming vehicles as viewed from the vehicle.

2. Description of Related Art.

[0002] As a device for detecting objects by using a radar device, an object detector for correctly detecting objects has
been reported (e.g., see patent document 1). As shown in Fig. 1, an object detector unit 140 in a conventional object
detector 11 includes a grouping means 141 for grouping a plurality of detection point data corresponding to an object
from a plurality of detection point data, a partial searching means 142 for searching and detecting a predetermined
portion of the object to be detected from an image portion corresponding to the detection point data grouped by the
grouping means, a straight line calculation means 143 for calculating two straight lines extending from the object detector
unit 140 up to both ends of a portion detected by the partial searching means, and a detection point extraction means
144 for extracting, as detection point data corresponding to a portion of the object to be detected, the detection point
data on the insides of the two straight lines calculated by the straight line calculation means out of the detection point
data grouped by the grouping means.
[0003] The above constitution makes it possible to correctly detect objects by using the radar.
[0004] As technologies for a radar, an ACC (Adaptive Cruise Control System) and a CMBS (Collision Mitigation Brake
System) have also been known. ACC makes it possible to travel (hereinafter referred to as "preceding vehicle") ahead
of a vehicle that has the ACC. The CMBS makes it possible to prevent a collision by automatically applying the brakes
if the distance becomes short with respect to the preceding vehicle. The ACC and the CMBS must correctly grasp the
positions of the preceding vehicles. A vehicle is usually provided with side mirrors, and electromagnetic waves transmitted
from the radar device toward the preceding vehicle are reflected not only by the rear of the preceding vehicle but also
by the side mirrors. Therefore, the objects detected based on the waves reflected by the side mirrors are recognized as
objects different from the preceding vehicle which is equipped with side mirrors. Namely, a single preceding vehicle
forms a plurality of objects, and capacity of a memory often becomes insufficient to store the data of the objects. In order
to solve this problem, a "mirror judgment processing" has been developed.
[0005] The "mirror judgment processing" is a process for determining objects detected based on the waves reflected
by side mirrors as objects that are based on a preceding vehicle equipped with the side mirrors. According to the mirror
judgment processing, a predetermined range is set with the positions of the detected objects of the preceding vehicle
as references, the objects detected within the range are assumed to be based on the preceding vehicle, and the data
of only one object are representatively processed.
[0006] The mirror judgment processing will now be concretely described with reference to Fig. 2 which is a view looking
down the lanes on where the vehicles are traveling. A vehicle 100 equipped with a radar device 1000 is traveling on a
lane 300 heading in the direction of arrow "a". On the lane 300 it is presumed that a first preceding vehicle 101 is traveling
heading in the direction of arrow "b" which is the same direction as arrow "a" ahead of the vehicle 100. Electromagnetic
waves emitted from the radar device 1000 toward the first preceding vehicle 101 are reflected by the rear of the first
preceding vehicle 101. Therefore, the position of an object T0 that is detected becomes the rear of the first preceding
vehicle 101.
[0007] It is presumed that the first preceding vehicle 101 is provided with mirrors (side mirrors) on both sides of the
vehicle body. Electromagnetic waves emitted from the radar device 1000 are reflected by the mirrors. The intensity of
the electromagnetic waves reflected by the mirrors is high enough to detect objects T1 and T2. If the data of the detected
objects T1 and T2 are stored together with the data of the object T0 of the first preceding vehicle 101, then the data of
the three objects must be stored for one preceding vehicle. The maximum number of objects that the radar device is
capable of storing is about 10, and it is not desired to store three objects per a vehicle. Therefore, in the mirror judgment
processing, the objects T1 and T2 detected by being reflected by the mirrors are regarded to be based on the first
preceding vehicle 101, and the data of the object T0 of the first preceding vehicle 101 are representatively processed.
[0008] In the mirror judgment processing as shown in Fig. 2, objects are regarded to be the same as the object T0 if
they are detected in a predetermined range with the position of the object T0 of the first preceding vehicle 101 as a
reference, e.g., if they are detected in a range A1 of 6dx0 in the transverse direction and dy0 in the longitudinal direction
as viewed from the vehicle 100 with the position of the object T0 as a reference. For instance, the width 2dx0 in the
transverse direction is 2.5 [m]. Hereinafter, the predetermined range which is regarded to be the same as the preceding
vehicle is referred to as "preceding vehicle judging range". Upon setting the preceding vehicle judging range in a range
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inclusive of the mirrors of the vehicle, the objects based on the reflection by the mirrors of the preceding vehicle can be
regarded to be the same as the preceding vehicle, and the number of the data to be processed by the radar device can
be brought into conformity with the number of the preceding vehicles.
[0009] The conventional mirror judgment processing is used for detecting a preceding vehicle traveling in the same
direction as the present vehicle equipped with the radar device. On the other hand, in order to avoid collision of the
present vehicle with other vehicles which approaches to the present, it is important to correctly detect the positions of
the vehicles (hereinafter referred to as "oncoming vehicles"). In particular, the oncoming vehicles rapidly approaching
the present vehicle and, therefore, it is desired to correctly detect the position of the oncoming vehicles within a short
period of time. If the conventional mirror judging processing is used for detecting the oncoming vehicles, however, there
remains a problem in that the positions of the oncoming vehicles cannot be correctly detected as described below.
[0010] Referring to Fig. 2, it is presumed that a first oncoming vehicle 201 and a second oncoming vehicle 202 are
traveling on an opposite lane 400 in the directions of arrow C1 and C2 which are opposite to the direction in which the
present vehicle 100 is traveling, and the positions of the detected objects are Tf1 and Tf2. If the mirror judgment processing
is executed for the oncoming vehicles by setting the preceding vehicle judging range which is of the same size as the
preceding vehicle, the objects can be regarded to be the same as the reference object Tf1 if they are detected in a range
A1’ of 6dx0 in the transverse direction and dy0 in the longitudinal direction with the position of the object Tf1 as a reference.
If a distance (transverse positional difference) dx between Tf1 and Tf2 in the transverse direction is smaller than dxo and
if a distance (longitudinal positional difference) dy in the longitudinal direction is smaller than dy0, however, the position
of Tf2 is included in the range A1’. Therefore, the second oncoming vehicle 202 is judged to be the same as the first
oncoming vehicle 201 by the mirror judgment processing, and the position of the second oncoming vehicle 202 can no
longer be grasped. This results in a delay in starting operation for avoiding the collision when the second oncoming
vehicle 202 approaches the present vehicle 100.
[0011] As described above, if the conventional mirror judgment processing is used for detecting the oncoming vehicles,
a problem occurs, i.e., the positions of the oncoming vehicles are not correctly detected.

[Patent document 1] JP-A-2010-32429

[0012] Moreover, there are two documents which disclose related subject matters to the present invention.
One document is US 2007/032953 and it disclose an object recognition apparatus for a vehicle which uses intensities
of reflected waves from reflecting objects to make recognition on whether a reflecting object is a vehicle or a non-vehicle.
In the apparatus, a plurality of transmission waves are emitted to receive a plurality of reflected waves from the reflecting
objects, and a decision is made as to whether or not the reflecting object producing the plurality of reflected waves is a
unitary reflecting object. If the decision shows a unitary reflecting object, the highest intensity of intensities of the reflected
waves from the unitary reflecting object is compared with reference intensity to makes a decision on whether the reflecting
object is a vehicle or a non-vehicle.
The other document is US 6,518,916 and it discloses an object recognition apparatus comprising: an antenna which
emits transmission beams toward a plurality of directions; a receiving circuit which receives reflected signals of the
transmission beams from predetermined directions I a distance and direction calculation circuit which calculates distance
and direction to objects reflecting the transmission beams based on the transmission beams and the reflected signals;
an object pattern storage unit which stores range direction patterns of reflected signals obtained in advance with respect
to predetermined objects; and an Object recognition circuit which compares range direction patterns of the reflected
signals received by the receiving circuit with respect to the predetermined directions, with the range direction patterns
stored in the object pattern storage unit, and which recognize that a pair of reflected signals from two neighbouring
directions are signals reflected by the same object.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] A first object is to provide a radar device capable of correctly distinguishing oncoming vehicles and oncoming
objects that are traveling in a direction opposite to the direction in which the present vehicle is traveling.
[0014] A second object is to provide a radar device capable of distinguishing, in a short period of time, oncoming
vehicles and the oncoming objects that are traveling in a direction opposite to the direction in which the present vehicle
is traveling.
A third object is to provide a radar device capable of instantaneously distinguishing oncoming vehicles and oncoming
objects when the distances are greater than a predetermined distance between oncoming vehicles and oncoming objects
that are traveling in a direction opposite to the direction in which the present vehicle is traveling.
[0015] The radar device comprises a transmission antenna for transmitting electromagnetic waves to an object; a
reception antenna for receiving waves reflected by the object; and a detector unit which detects, based on the reflected
waves, the positions of a preceding vehicle and a preceding object traveling in a direction same as the direction in which
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the present vehicle is traveling, judges the preceding object to be the same as the preceding vehicle if the position of
the preceding object is in a predetermined preceding vehicle judging range with the position of the preceding vehicle as
a reference, detects, based on the reflected waves, the positions of an oncoming vehicle and an oncoming object traveling
in a direction opposite to the direction in which the present vehicle is traveling, and judges oncoming object to be the
same as the oncoming vehicle if the position of the oncoming object is in a predetermined oncoming vehicle judging
range with the position of the oncoming vehicle as a reference; wherein the oncoming vehicle judging range is set to be
narrower than the preceding vehicle judging range.
[0016] The above radar device has an advantage of quickly detecting a plurality of oncoming vehicles traveling in
parallel as separate vehicles.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will be better understood by reading the
following detailed description, taken together with the drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 is a diagram of the constitution of a conventional object detector;
Fig. 2 is a view showing a scene for detecting preceding vehicles and oncoming vehicles by using a radar device;
Fig. 3 is a diagram of the constitution of the radar device 10;
Fig. 4 is a diagram of the constitution of a detector unit 34 in the radar device 10;
Fig. 5 is a bird’s-eye view of vehicles for illustrating a method of detecting preceding vehicles and oncoming vehicles
by using the radar device 10;
Fig. 6 is a view showing the results detected by the radar device 10 and illustrates the method of detecting preceding
vehicles and oncoming vehicles by using the radar device;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for judging if the object is a preceding vehicle or an oncoming vehicle
by using the radar device 10;
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing the signal intensities of the reflected waves depending upon the angle;
Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of detecting the preceding vehicle by using the radar device 10;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a method of detecting the oncoming vehicle by using the radar device 10;
Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating the constitution of a detector unit 340 of another radar device;
Fig. 12 is a view showing a scene for detecting oncoming vehicles traveling in parallel by using the another radar
device 19;
Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a method of detecting the preceding vehicle by using the another radar device 19;
Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating a method of detecting the oncoming vehicle by using the another radar device 19;
Fig. 15 is a diagram showing the count number of a counter 40 depending upon the time in the another radar device 19;
Fig. 16 is a view showing a scene for detecting the oncoming vehicles traveling in parallel by using the another radar
device 19;
Fig. 17 is a view showing the results of when the oncoming vehicles traveling in parallel are detected by the another
radar device 19; and
Fig. 18 is a flowchart illustrating another method of detecting the oncoming vehicle by using the another radar device
19.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0018] First, the radar device 10 will be described with reference to the drawings. Fig. 3 is a diagram of the constitution
of the radar device 10. The radar device 10 has a feature in that a detector unit 34 is provided in a microcomputer 30.
In the radar device 10 described below, a mechanical scanning system is employed for driving the antenna. FM signals
are fed from a triangular wave-forming circuit 11 to a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 12, and waves are transmitted
from a transmission antenna 14 toward the front of the vehicle. The waves reflected by an object in front of the vehicle
are received by a reception antenna 15, and the reflected waves and the transmitted waves are passed through a
directional coupler 13 and are mixed together in a mixer 17 to obtain beat signals. The beat signals are subjected to the
A/D conversion through an A/D converter 18 and are input to the microcomputer 30. By using peak data detected by a
peak detection means 31 from the beat signals, a pairing means 32 detects the object, and a position/angle calculation
unit 33 calculates a relative distance, a relative speed and an angle between the present vehicle and the object.
[0019] The transmission antenna 14 and the reception antenna 15 are deflected right and left so as to detect objects
in a predetermined angular range, the transmission antenna 14 and the reception antenna 15 being driven by a motor
21 controlled by a motor drive circuit 20 so as to face in the same direction. The state of driving the motor 21 is controlled
by feedback, i.e., by inputting the signals from the motor 21 to the microcomputer 30 through an encoder 22 to thereby
control the angular range of the antenna and the period thereof.
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[0020] As shown in Fig. 8, the intensities of the received signals are measured while varying the angle like θ1, θ2, ---,
θ5 by deflecting the transmission antenna in a horizontal direction, and an angle (θ3 in the example of Fig. 8) at which
a peak signal intensity is obtained is detected as the angle at which the object is present.
[0021] Next, the detector unit 34 in the radar device 10 will be described with reference to the drawings. Referring to
Fig. 4, the detector unit 34 in the radar device 10 includes
a distance threshold value operation unit 35,
a position comparator unit 38 and
a side surface judging unit 39.
The distance threshold value operation unit 35 includes
an oncoming vehicle judging unit 36 and
a distance threshold value operation means 37.
[0022] From the detected position and the relative speed, the oncoming vehicle judging unit 36 judges if the object is
a preceding vehicle or an oncoming vehicle. Depending upon if the detected object is the preceding vehicle or the
oncoming vehicle, the distance threshold value operation means 37 calculates threshold values related to the distance
for determining the preceding vehicle judging range or the oncoming vehicle judging range. From the distance and angle
of the detected object, the position comparator unit 38 judges if the object is present in the preceding vehicle judging
range or the oncoming vehicle judging range. Depending upon if the detected object is present in the preceding vehicle
judging range or the oncoming vehicle judging range, the side surface judging unit 39 judges the identity between the
object to be detected and the object of the detected preceding vehicle or the oncoming vehicle. The radar device 10 has
a feature in that the oncoming vehicle judging range is set to be narrower than the preceding vehicle judging range.
[0023] Referring, next, to Fig. 5, described below is a method of detecting the preceding vehicle by using the radar
device 10. Fig. 5 is a view showing a scene for detecting the preceding vehicles, and looks down the vehicles traveling
on a motorway from the upper side. It is presumed that the present vehicle 100 mounting the radar device 10 is traveling
on a lane 300 in the direction of arrow "a" at a speed of 60 [km/h] and that a first preceding vehicle 101 and a second
preceding vehicle 102 are also traveling on the lane 300 in the direction of arrow "b" at a speed of 40 [km/h]. Fig. 5,
further, shows a first oncoming vehicle 201 and a second oncoming vehicle 202 traveling on an opposite lane 400.
[0024] The radar device 10 will transmit electromagnetic waves to the first preceding vehicle 101 and the second
preceding vehicle 102, and objects Ta1, Ta11, Ta12 and Ta2 may be detected from the reflected waves. Then, the detected
results are recognized by the radar device as shown in Fig. 6. In practice, the object will be detected from the mirrors
of the second preceding vehicle 102, too, which, however, is omitted here for simplifying the description. Fig. 6 is a view
showing the positions of the objects detected by the radar device, wherein, in a display region 500, the direction of an
angle 0 with the present vehicle as a reference is represented by a reference line 200, and marks of objects (upwardly
facing triangles or downwardly facing triangles) are plotted depending upon the positions and angles of the objects.
[0025] Described below is a method of detecting the objects by using the radar device 10. It is, first, judged if the
objects detected by the radar device 10 are preceding vehicles or oncoming vehicles. The judgment processing is carried
out as the oncoming vehicle judging unit 36 executes a program stored in a memory (not shown) in the microcomputer
30. Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a processing procedure for judging if the object is a preceding vehicle or an oncoming vehicle.
At step S101, first, it is judged if the radar device 10 has detected an object. If the object is detected can be judged
based on the reflected waves in which the signals exhibit a peak at a certain angle as shown in Fig. 8. If no object is
detected, detection of an object is tried again at step S101. If an object is detected, a relative speed of the object, a
distance and an angle are detected at step S102, and are stored in a memory (not shown). The relative speed and
distance of the object can be detected by the FM-CM wave peak detection means 31 and the pairing means 32 (see
Fig. 3). On the other hand, the angle of the object can be found from the angle of the peak in the reflected waves. In the
example of Fig. 8, peaks are detected at a plurality of angles θ1 to θ5 and among them, the angle is θ3 at which the peak
becomes a maximum. Therefore, the angle at which the object is present is found to be θ3. The position of the object
can be found from the detected distance and angle.
[0026] Next, at step S103, the speed of the object is calculated. Concretely, the speed is calculated from the relative
speed of the object and the speed of the present vehicle. Next, from the speed of the object and the speed of the present
vehicle, it is judged at step S104 if the detected object is the preceding vehicle. As shown in Fig. 5, for example, if the
object Ta1 is approaching the present vehicle 100 at a relative speed of 20 [km/h] while the present vehicle 100 is traveling
at a speed of 60 [km/h], it can be judged that the object Ta1 is traveling at a speed of 40 [km/h] in the same direction as
the present vehicle 100 and, therefore, that the object Ta1 is the one based on the preceding vehicle. If the detected
object is an object (preceding object) that is traveling ahead of the present vehicle, the preceding vehicle judgment
processing is executed at step S105. If the detected object is an object (oncoming object) traveling in the direction
opposite to the present vehicle, on the other hand, the oncoming vehicle judgment processing is executed at step S106.
[0027] Next, the preceding vehicle judgment processing will be described with reference to a flowchart of Fig. 9.
The preceding vehicle judgment processing is carried out by executing a program stored in the memory (not shown) in
the detector unit 34. It is assumed here that a plurality of objects are detected that are traveling in the same direction
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as the present vehicle. At step S201, first, the distance threshold value operation means 37 judges if the objects judged
to be the preceding vehicles are the objects present at positions closest to the present vehicle. If the object to be detected
is the object present at a position closest to the present vehicle, the distance threshold value operation means 37 at
step S202 judges the object to be detected as the preceding reference object. The preceding reference object is an
object that serves as a reference for determining a range in which the identity is judged between the objects (objects to
be detected) that are detected in addition to the preceding reference object and the preceding reference object. The
object present at the position closest to the present vehicle is regarded as the preceding reference object because the
preceding vehicle closest to the present vehicle is most probable to collide with the present vehicle.
[0028] Next, at step S203, the distance threshold value operation means 37 calculates an angular range of the preceding
vehicle judging range. The preceding vehicle judging range is a range in which the identity is judged between the object
to be detected and the preceding reference object. Concretely, as shown in Fig. 6, first, a predetermined range dθa1 in
the transverse direction is determined based on the angle θa of the preceding reference object. Referring to Fig. 5, if the
preceding vehicle judging range A1 is set to cover the ranges of +dx0 and -dx0 in the transverse direction with the preceding
reference object Ta1 as a reference, an angle dθa1 corresponding to the range 2dx0 in the transverse direction is calculated
as follows: 

where Xa1 is a distance from the present vehicle 100 up to the preceding reference object Ta1.
The width 2dx0 of the preceding vehicle judging range A1 in the transverse direction is, for example, 1.8 [m].
[0029] Next, at step S204, the distance threshold value operation means 37 determines the preceding vehicle judging
range A1 in the longitudinal direction. The range in the longitudinal direction is from the position of the preceding reference
object Ta1 up to a predetermined distance dy0 in the traveling direction. The preceding vehicle judging range A1 in Fig.
6 is represented by a hatched range. The range dy0 in the longitudinal direction may be set depending upon the speed
of the preceding reference object Ta1. That is, when the speed of the preceding reference object Ta1 is large, the range
dy0 is set to be large in the longitudinal direction and when the speed of the preceding reference object Ta1 is small, the
range dy0 is set to be small in the longitudinal direction. This makes it possible to properly set the preceding vehicle
judging range depending upon the speed of the preceding reference object.
[0030] At step S201, if it is so judged that the object to be detected is not the object closest to the radar device, then
the identity is judged between the object to be detected and the preceding reference object by examining if the object
to be detected is present in the predetermined preceding vehicle judging range with the preceding reference object as
a reference. First, the position comparator unit 38 at step S205 extracts the angle of the object to be detected from the
memory (not shown) that is storing the data in advance (see S102 in Fig. 7), and at step S206 judges if the angle of the
object to be detected is in the preceding vehicle judging range A1. As shown in Fig. 6, for example, it will be learned that
the angle θa2 of the object Ta2 to be detected is θa2 > θa + dθa1/2. As a result, it is judged that the object Ta2 to be detected
is not present in the preceding vehicle judging range A1. At step S210, therefore, the side surface judging unit 39 judges
that the object Ta2 to be detected is not the same as the preceding reference object.
[0031] When the object to be detected is Ta11, it is judged that the angle of the object to be detected is in the preceding
vehicle judging range A1 if the angle θ a11 thereof is in a range satisfying the following formula, 

[0032] In this case, the position comparator unit 38 at step S207 extracts the position dya11 of the object Ta11 in the
longitudinal direction from the memory (not shown) storing the data in advance (S102 in Fig. 7), and judges at step S208
if the position of the object Ta11 in the longitudinal direction is in the preceding vehicle judging range A1. If the position
dya11 of the object Ta11 in the longitudinal direction satisfies the following formula, then it is judged that the position of
the object Ta11 in the longitudinal direction is in the preceding vehicle judging range A1. 

[0033] When the position of the object Ta11 in the longitudinal direction is in the preceding vehicle judging range A1,
the side surface judging unit 39 at step S209 judges that the object Ta11 is the same as the preceding reference object.
[0034] In the example shown in Figs. 5 and 6, of the objects Ta2 and Ta11, the object Ta2 is present outside of the
preceding vehicle judging range A1 and is judged to be an object separate from the object Ta1 which is the preceding
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vehicle, while the object Ta11 is present in the preceding vehicle judging range A1 and is judged to be the object the
same as the object Ta1 which is the preceding vehicle. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the object Ta12, too, is present in the
preceding vehicle judging range A1 and is judged to be the object the same as the object Ta1 which is the preceding
vehicle. As a result, the objects Ta11 and Ta12 are not regarded as the object to be processed, and the data of the object
Ta1 are representatively processed.
[0035] Next, described below is a method of detecting an object approaching the present vehicle. When the detected
object is approaching the present vehicle at step S104 in a flowchart of Fig. 7, the oncoming vehicle judging unit 36
judges that the object is an oncoming vehicle, and an oncoming vehicle judging processing is executed at step S106.
The oncoming vehicle judging processing will be described with reference to a flowchart of Fig. 10. The oncoming vehicle
judging processing is carried out by executing a program stored in the memory (not shown) in the detector unit 34. At
step S301, first, the distance threshold value operation means 37 judges if the object judged to be the oncoming vehicle
is an object present at a position closest to the present vehicle. If the detected object is the object present at the position
closest to the present vehicle, the distance threshold value operation means 37 at step S302 determines the detected
object to be the oncoming reference object. The object present at the position closest to the present vehicle is used as
a reference because of the reason that the oncoming vehicle closest the present vehicle has the highest probability of
collision with the present vehicle.
[0036] Next, at step S303, the distance threshold value operation means 37 determines an angular range of the
oncoming vehicle judging range. The oncoming vehicle judging range is a range for judging the identity between the
object and the oncoming reference object.
Concretely, as shown in Fig. 6, first, a predetermined range dθf1 is determined in the transverse direction based on the
angle θf of the oncoming reference object Tf1. Referring to Fig. 5, if the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 is set to cover
the range of 6dx1 in the transverse direction with the oncoming reference object Tf1 as a reference, an angle dθf1
corresponding to the range 2dx1 in the transverse direction is calculated as follows: 

where Xf1 is a distance from the present vehicle 100 up to the oncoming reference object Tf1.
[0037] Next, at step S304, the distance threshold value operation means 37 determines the oncoming vehicle judging
range A2 in the longitudinal direction. The range in the longitudinal direction is from the position of the oncoming reference
object Tf1 up to a predetermined distance dyf0 in the direction in which the present vehicle is traveling. The oncoming
vehicle judging range A2 in Fig. 6 is represented by a hatched range. The range dyf0 in the longitudinal direction may
be set depending upon the speed of the oncoming reference object Tf1. That is, when the speed of the oncoming reference
object Tf1 is large, the range dyf0 is set to be large in the longitudinal direction and when the speed of the oncoming
reference object Tf1 is small, the range dyfo is set to be small in the longitudinal direction. This makes it possible to
properly set the oncoming vehicle judging range depending upon the speed of the oncoming reference object.
[0038] The radar device 10 has a feature in that the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 is set to be narrower than the
preceding vehicle judging range A1. Concretely, as shown in Fig. 5, for example, if the distance in the transverse direction
for specifying the preceding vehicle judging range A1 is denoted by dx0 and the distance in the transverse direction for
specifying the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 is denoted by dx1, then the preceding vehicle judging range A1 and
the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 are so set that dx1 < dx0.
[0039] At step S301, if it is so judged that the object is not an object closest to the radar device, then the identity is
judged between the object and the oncoming reference object by examining if the object is present in the predetermined
oncoming vehicle judging range with the oncoming reference object as a reference. First, the position comparator unit
38 at step S305 extracts the angle of the object from the memory (not shown) that is storing the data in advance (see
S102 in Fig. 7), and at step S306 judges if the angle of the object is in the oncoming vehicle judging range. As shown
in Fig. 6, for example, it will be learned that the angle θf2 of the object Tf2 is θf2 < θf - dθf1/2. As a result, it is judged that
the object Tf2 is not present in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2. At step S310, therefore, the side surface judging
unit 39 judges that the object Tf2 is not the same as the oncoming reference object Tf1.
[0040] When the object is a third oncoming vehicle 203 and is denoted by Tf3, it is decided that the angle θf3 of the
object is in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 if the angle thereof is in a range satisfying the following formula, 

In this case, the position comparator unit 38 at step S307 extracts the position dyf3 of the object Tf3 in the longitudinal
direction from the memory (not shown) storing the data in advance (S102 in Fig. 7), and judges at step S308 if the
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position dyf3 of the object Tf3 in the longitudinal direction is in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2. If the position dyf3
(not shown) of the object Tf3 in the longitudinal direction satisfies the following formula, then it is judged that the position
of the object Tf3 in the longitudinal direction is in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2. 

If the position dyf3 of the object Tf3 in the longitudinal direction is in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2, the side
surface judging unit 39 at step S309 judges that the object Tf3 is the same as the oncoming reference object Tf1.
[0041] In the example shown in Figs. 5 and 6, of the objects Tf2 and Tf3, the object Tf2 is present outside of the oncoming
vehicle judging range A2 and is judged to be an object separate from the object Tf1 which is the oncoming vehicle, while
the object Tf3 is present in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 and is judged to be the object same as the object Tf1
which is the oncoming vehicle.
[0042] Figs. 5 and 6 are showing the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 set by the radar device 10 and the range A1’
which is the conventional preceding vehicle judging range that is directly set on the side of the oncoming vehicles. If the
object Tf2 is included in the range A1’ which is the range of when the conventional preceding vehicle judging range is
directly set on the side of the oncoming vehicles, the object Tf2 according to the conventional processing method is
judged to be the same as the oncoming reference object Tf1 and cannot be detected. However, the object Tf2 is present
outside the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 that is set by the radar device 10, and can be detected as an object
different from the oncoming reference object Tf1.
[0043] By using the radar device 10, as described above, the oncoming vehicle judging range for judging the identity
of a plurality of oncoming vehicles is set to be narrower than the preceding vehicle judging range for judging the identity
of a plurality of preceding vehicles. Therefore, if an object (oncoming object) is detected based on another oncoming
vehicle which is not the oncoming vehicles that have been detected on the opposite lane, it does not happen that the
another oncoming vehicle is incorrectly recognized to be the same as the oncoming vehicle that has been detected.
[0044] Next, described below is a detector unit 340 of another radar device 19 (see Fig. 12). Fig. 11 is a diagram
illustrating the constitution of the detector unit 340 of the another radar device 19. The detector unit 340 includes a
distance threshold value operation unit 35, a position comparator unit 38 and a side surface judging unit 39. The distance
threshold value operation unit 35 includes an oncoming vehicle judging unit 36 and a distance threshold value operation
means 37. Further, the detector unit 340 of the another radar device 19 has a feature in that the position comparator
unit 38 includes a counter 40. The constitution of the another radar device 19, except the detector unit 340, is the same
as that of the above-mentioned radar device 10 and is not described here again in detail.
[0045] Next, described below is a method of detecting an object by using the another radar device 19. When the
frequency that the detector unit 340 has detected the object traveling in the same direction as the present vehicle on
outside of the preceding vehicle judging range, has exceeded a predetermined frequency of judging the preceding
vehicle, the another radar device 19 judges that the object is not the same as the preceding reference object. When the
frequency that the detector unit 340 has detected the object traveling in the direction to the present vehicle on outside
of the oncoming vehicle judging range, has exceeded a predetermined frequency of judging the oncoming vehicle, the
another radar device 19 judges that the object is not the same as the oncoming reference object. Namely, the feature
of the another radar device 19 reside in that the frequency for judging the oncoming vehicle is set to be smaller than the
frequency for judging the preceding vehicle.
[0046] To explain a method of detecting the preceding vehicle, described below is a positional relationship between
the present vehicle and the preceding vehicle. Fig. 12 is a view looking down the traveling vehicles from the upper side.
As shown in Fig. 12, it is presumed that a first preceding vehicle 101 and a second preceding vehicle 102 are traveling
ahead of the present vehicle 100 that is mounting the radar device 19. It is, further, presumed that the preceding vehicle
judging range A1 is specified based on the position of the object Ta1 detected from the first preceding vehicle 101 which
is at a position closest to the present vehicle 100.
[0047] Described below is the method of detecting the preceding vehicle by using a flowchart of Fig. 13. The method
of detecting the preceding vehicle is carried out by executing a program stored in a memory (not shown) in the detector
unit 340. At step S401, first, the side surface judging unit 39 judges if the detected object is satisfying the condition for
judging the side surface of the preceding vehicle. The "condition for judging the side surface of the preceding vehicle"
stands for a condition in which the object is present in the preceding vehicle judging range A1. If the object is presumed
to be an object Ta2 which is detected from the second preceding vehicle 102, then the object Ta2 is not present in the
preceding vehicle judging range A1 as shown in Fig. 12. At step S405, therefore, the counter 40 increases a count
number n by 1. The count number n is initially 0.
[0048] Next, at step S406, the side surface judging unit 39 judges if the count number n is 10 or more. If the count
number is 10 or more, the side surface judging unit 39 judges at step S407 that the object Ta2 is not the same as the
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preceding reference object Ta1 and renders a side surface judging flag to be OFF. The "side surface judging flag" is a
flag stating that the object is highly probably the same as the preceding reference object. The side surface judging flag
is rendered at step S407 to be OFF. This is for not overturning the judgment once the object is judged to be not the
same as the preceding reference object. If the count number n at step S406 is less than 10, on the other hand, the next
detection is effected without rendering the side surface judging flag to be OFF.
[0049] At step S401, if the side surface judging unit 39 has judged that the object Ta2 is satisfying the condition for
judging the side surface, the counter 40 at step S402 subtracts the count number n by 1. Next, at step S403, the side
surface judging unit 39 judges if the count number n of the counter is 4 or less. If n is 4 or less, the side surface judging
flag is rendered OFF. The side surface judging flag is rendered OFF in order to state that the object is highly probably
the same as the preceding reference object.
[0050] In judging the preceding vehicle as described above, if the object is detected 10 times on the outside of the
preceding vehicle judging range, then it is judged that the object is not the same as the preceding reference object.
Namely, when the frequency of detecting the object outside the preceding vehicle judging range exceeds the predeter-
mined frequency (10 times) of judging the preceding vehicle, the detector unit 340 judge that the object is that of another
preceding vehicle.
[0051] Next, described below is a positional relationship between the present vehicle and the oncoming vehicle to
explain a method of detecting the oncoming vehicle. Fig. 12 is a view looking down the traveling vehicles from the upper
side. As shown in Fig. 12, it is presumed that a first oncoming vehicle 201 and a second oncoming vehicle 202 are
traveling on the opposite lane 400 ahead of the present vehicle 100 that is mounting the radar device 19. It is, further,
presumed that the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 is specified based on the position of the object Tf1 detected from
the first oncoming vehicle 201 which is at a position closest to the present vehicle 100.
[0052] Next, described below is the method of detecting the oncoming vehicle by using a flowchart of Fig. 14. The
method of detecting the oncoming vehicle is carried out by executing a program stored in the memory (not shown) in
the detector unit 340. At step S501, first, the side surface judging unit 39 judges if the object has been decided to be
the main body. The expression "decided to be the main body" means that the object has already been decided in the
past to be the same as the oncoming reference object. The data related to if the object has been decided to be the main
body are stored in a memory as the data related to the objects. If the object has already been decided to be the main
body, the judgment processing for judging the identity between the object and the oncoming reference object ends at
step S510.
[0053] If the side surface judging unit 39 judges that the object has not been decided to be the main body, it is judged
at step S502 if the detected object is satisfying the condition for judging the side surface of the oncoming vehicle. The
"condition for judging the side surface of the oncoming vehicle" stands for a condition in which the object is present in
the oncoming vehicle judging range A2. If the object is an object Tf2 which is the second oncoming vehicle 202, the
object Tf2 is not present in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 as shown in Fig. 12. At step S506, therefore, the
counter 40 increases the count number n by 3. The count number n is initially 0.
[0054] Next, at step S507, the side surface judging unit 39 judges if the count number n is 9 or more. If the count
number is 9 or more, the side surface judging unit 39 judges at step S508 that the object Tf2 is not the same as the
oncoming reference object Tf1 and renders the side surface judging flag to be OFF. The count number n is increased
by 3 every time when the object Tf2 is detected in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2. Therefore, the count number
n becomes 9 or more if the object Tf2 is detected 3 times. The side surface judging flag is rendered at step S508 to be
OFF. This is for not overturning the judgment once the object is judged to be not the same as the oncoming reference
object. If the count number n at step S507 is less than 9, on the other hand, the next detection is effected without
rendering the side surface judging flag to be OFF.
[0055] Fig. 15 shows an example of a change in the count number n of the counter 40 depending upon the time. As
shown in Fig. 15, the side surface judging flag is rendered ON at a moment t1 when the count number becomes n ≤ 2
but, at a moment t2 of n ≥ 9, is decided to be the main body and is rendered OFF.
[0056] If the side surface judging unit 39 at step S502 judges that the object is satisfying the condition for judging the
side surface of the oncoming vehicle, the counter 40 at step S503 subtracts 3 from the count number n. Next, at step
S504, the side surface judging unit 39 judges if the count number n of the counter is 2 or less. If n is 2 or less, the side
surface judging flag is rendered ON at step S505. The side surface judging flag is rendered ON. This is because the
object is highly probably the same as the oncoming reference object.
[0057] In judging the oncoming vehicle as described above, the object is judged to be the another oncoming vehicle
in case the object is detected three times outside the oncoming vehicle judging range. Namely, the detector unit 340
judges the object to be the one based on the another oncoming vehicle if the frequency of detecting the object outside
the oncoming vehicle judging range exceeds the predetermined frequency (three times) of judging the oncoming vehicle.
[0058] Another radar device 19 transmits the electromagnetic waves a plurality of times maintaining a predetermined
time interval. If the period in which the object is detected outside the oncoming vehicle judging range exceeds a prede-
termined oncoming vehicle judging period, then the oncoming vehicle judging period in which the detector unit 340
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judges the object to be another oncoming vehicle becomes shorter than the preceding vehicle judging period in which
the detector unit 340 judges the preceding object to be the another preceding vehicle of when the period in which the
preceding object is detected outside the preceding vehicle judging range has exceeded the preceding vehicle judging
period. According to the another radar device 19, therefore, the frequency of judging the oncoming vehicle is set to be
smaller than the frequency of judging the preceding vehicle making it possible to detect the oncoming vehicle in a short
period of time.
[0059] In the above description, the frequency of judging the preceding vehicle was set to be 10 times and the frequency
of judging the oncoming vehicle was set to be 3 times. Not being limited thereto only, however, the time from when the
object was first detected outside the oncoming vehicle judging range until when it was judged to be the oncoming vehicle
may be set to be shorter than the time from when the preceding object was first detected outside the preceding vehicle
judging range until when it was judged to be the preceding vehicle. The oncoming vehicle has a relative speed faster
than that of the preceding speed and, therefore, the oncoming vehicle can be judged in a short period of time. This
makes it possible to carry out the ACC or the CMBS more safely.
[0060] In the above description, the count number of the counter was increased when the object was detected outside
the preceding vehicle judging range or outside the oncoming vehicle judging range. However, a constitution may be
added which decreases the count number of the counter when the object is detected in the preceding vehicle judging
range or in the oncoming vehicle judging range. In this case, even when the count number of the counter is incorrectly
increased due to noise or the like, the count number of the counter is decreased and the erroneously judged result can
be corrected.
[0061] Next, described below is another detection method by using the another radar device 19 (see Fig. 16). In the
another detection method by using the another radar device 19, if the position of the object is outside a predetermined
range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle which is based on the position of the oncoming vehicle as a
reference, the detector unit instantaneously judges the object to be different from the reference oncoming vehicle.
Namely, the feature is that the predetermined range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle is wider than
the oncoming vehicle judging range. The detector unit 340 in the another radar device 19 is constituted in the same
manner as the detector unit 340 of the above-mentioned radar device, and is not described in detail again.
[0062] The another operating method of the detector unit 340 of the another radar device 19 will be described below
with reference to Fig. 16 which is a bird’s-eye view looking down the first oncoming vehicle 201 and the second oncoming
vehicle 202 traveling on the opposite lane 400. In Fig. 16, the second oncoming vehicle 202 is traveling behind the first
oncoming vehicle 201, and is moving from 202 to 202’. Fig. 17 shows the results detected by the another detection
method by using the another radar device 19.
[0063] The range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle and the oncoming vehicle judging range A2
are specified based on the position of the object Tf1 of the first oncoming vehicle 201 as a reference. The oncoming
vehicle judging range A2 is specified in the same manner as that of using the radar device 10. The range A2’ for deciding
the main body of the oncoming vehicle covers a range of 6dx2 in the transverse direction with the position of the oncoming
reference object Tf1 as a reference. For instance, the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle has
a width of 2dx2 = 2.5 [m] in the transverse direction. The terms dxz > dx1, and the range A2’ for deciding the main body
of the oncoming vehicle is wider than the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 in the transverse direction. Similarly, the
range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle in the longitudinal direction covers a range of dy2 in the
longitudinal direction with the position of the object Tf1 as a reference. The terms dy2 > dyf0, and the range A2’ for deciding
the main body of the oncoming vehicle is wider than the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 in the longitudinal direction.
Referring to Fig. 16, the position of the object Tt2 detected based on the second oncoming vehicle 202 is outside the
oncoming vehicle judging range A2 but is inside the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle.
Further, the position of the object Tf2’ detected when the second oncoming vehicle 202 has moved to the position 202’,
is outside the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle.
[0064] Next, another method of detecting the object by using the another radar device 19 will be described with
reference to a flowchart in Fig. 18. The method of detecting the object by using the another radar device 19 is carried
out by executing a program stored in the memory (not shown) in the detector unit 340. The radar device 19 detects the
object (oncoming vehicle) that is approaching the present vehicle. The method of judging if the detected object is
approaching the present vehicle and the method of determining the object that serves as a reference for judging the
identity to the object, are the same as the methods of using the radar device 10, and are not described here again in
detail. Further, the method of setting the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle and the oncoming
vehicle judging range A2 is the same as the detection method using the radar device 10 described with reference to
steps S301 to S304 in Fig. 10, and is not described here again in detail.
[0065] First, described below is the method of detecting the second oncoming vehicle 202 shown in Fig. 16. The
position comparator unit 38 at step S601 extracts the angle of the object to be detected from the memory (not shown)
storing the data in advance (see S102 in Fig. 7) and at step S602 judges if the angle of the object Tf2 detected from the
second oncoming vehicle 202 is in the angular range of the oncoming vehicle judging range A2.
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As shown in Fig. 17, the angular range of the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 is set to be from (θ1 - dθf1/2) to (θ1 +
dθf1/2) with the angle θ1 of the reference object Tf1 detected from the first oncoming vehicle 201 as a reference. If the
angle of the object Tf2 is calculated to be θf2, then θf2 < θ1 - dθf1/2 as shown in Fig. 17, and the angle of the object Tf2
is judged to be outside the angular range of the oncoming vehicle judging range A2.
[0066] Next, at step S606, the position comparator unit 38 judges if the angle of the object Tf2 is in the range A2’ for
deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle. The angular range of the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the
oncoming vehicle is set to be from (θ1 - dθf2/2) to (θ1 + dθf2/2) Referring to Fig. 17, if the angle of the object Tf2 is
calculated to be θf2, then θ1 - dθf2/2 ≤ θf2 ≤ θ 1 + dθf2/2, and the angle θf2 of the object Tf2 is judged to be in the angular
range of the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle.
[0067] Next, at step S607, the position comparator unit 38 judges if the position of the object Tf2 in the longitudinal
direction is in the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle. The range A2’ for deciding the main
body of the oncoming vehicle in the longitudinal direction is set to cover a range of 0 to dy2. If the position of the object
Tf2 in the longitudinal direction is calculated to be dyf2 as shown in Fig. 17, then 0 ≤ dyf2 ≤ dy2, and the position dyf2 of
the object Tf2 in the longitudinal direction is judged to be present in the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the
oncoming vehicle.
[0068] In this case, at step S608, the identity to the object used as the reference is judged based on the period of
detection. That is, the identity of the oncoming reference object is not instantaneously judged but the identity of the
oncoming reference object is judged by setting a predetermined period like the above-mentioned detection method by
using the another radar device.
[0069] Next, described below is a detection method of when the second oncoming vehicle 202 has moved to a position
202’ as shown in Fig. 16. In this case, the detected object is denoted by Tf2’. In the flowchart of Fig. 18, it is judged if
the object Tf2’ is present in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2 through steps S601 to S605 in the flowchart of Fig.
18 like the above-mentioned case of the second oncoming vehicle 202. In the another detection method using the another
radar device 19 as shown in Figs. 16 and 17, the object Tf2’ is not present in the oncoming vehicle judging range A2.
Therefore, it is judged if the position of the object Tf2’ is in the range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle.
[0070] At step S606, the position comparator unit 38 judges if the angle of the object Tf2’ is in the angular range of the
range A2’ for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle. The object Tf2’ is present outside the range A2’ for deciding
the main body of the oncoming vehicle. Therefore, the position comparator unit 38 at step S609 instantaneously judges
that the object Tf2’ is not the same as the oncoming reference object Tf1.
[0071] According to the another detection method using the another radar device 19 as described above, the range
for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle is specified making it possible to quickly detect the oncoming vehicle
that is approaching and to enhance the capability of avoiding collision with the oncoming vehicle.
[0072] In the above description, the object stemming from another vehicle is instantaneously judged to be the another
oncoming vehicle when it is detected outside the range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle. The object,
however, may be judged to be the another oncoming vehicle after the passage of a predetermined period of time in
which the object was detected outside the range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle. In this case, a
counter may be provided in the detector unit 340, and the object may be judged to be the another vehicle when a
predetermined value is exceeded by the count number of the counter that counts the number every time when the object
is detected outside the range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle.
[0073] The above embodiments have employed mechanical scanning radar device system. The invention, however,
can also be embodied by employing an electronic scanning system.

Claims

1. A radar device (1000), which is mounted on a present vehicle (100) comprising:

a transmission antenna (14) for transmitting electromagnetic waves to an object;
a reception antenna (15) for receiving waves reflected by said object; and
a detector unit (34) for detecting a vehicle and an object,
characterized in that said detector unit (34) detects,
based on said reflected waves, the positions of a preceding vehicle (101) and a preceding object traveling in a
direction same as the direction in which the present vehicle is traveling, judges said preceding object to be the
same as said preceding vehicle (101) if the position of said preceding object is in a predetermined preceding
vehicle judging range with the position of said preceding vehicle (101) as a reference, detects, based on said
reflected waves, the positions of an oncoming vehicle (201) and an oncoming object traveling in a direction
opposite to the direction in which said present vehicle is traveling, and judges said oncoming object to be the
same as said oncoming vehicle (201) if the position of said oncoming object is in a predetermined oncoming
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vehicle (201) judging range with the position of said oncoming vehicle (201) as a reference, and
said oncoming vehicle judging range is set to be narrower than said preceding vehicle (101) judging range.

2. The radar device according to claim 1, wherein: said detector unit judges said preceding object to be another
preceding vehicle (102) if the period in which said preceding object is detected outside said preceding vehicle (101)
judging range exceeds a predetermined preceding vehicle (101) judging period, and judges said oncoming object
to be another oncoming vehicle (202) if the period in which said oncoming object is detected outside said oncoming
vehicle judging range exceeds a predetermined oncoming vehicle judging period; and
wherein said oncoming vehicle (201) judging period is set to be shorter than said preceding vehicle (101) judging
period.

3. The radar device according to claim 1, wherein: said radar device transmits electromagnetic waves a plurality of
number of times from said transmission antenna; said detector unit judges said preceding object to be another
preceding vehicle (102) if the frequency of detecting said preceding object outside said preceding vehicle (101)
judging range exceeds a predetermined frequency of judging the preceding vehicle (101), and judges said oncoming
object to be another oncoming vehicle (202) if the frequency of detecting said oncoming object outside said oncoming
vehicle judging range exceeds a predetermined frequency of judging the oncoming vehicle (201); and
wherein said frequency of judging the oncoming vehicle (201) is set to be smaller than said frequency of judging
the preceding vehicle (101).

4. The radar device according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said detector unit instantaneously judges said
oncoming object to be another oncoming vehicle (202) if the position of said oncoming object is outside a predeter-
mined range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle (201) with the position of said oncoming vehicle
as a reference, and said range for deciding the main body of the oncoming vehicle (202) is wider than said oncoming
vehicle (201) judging range.

Patentansprüche

1. Radarvorrichtung (1000), welche auf einem vorhandenen Fahrzeug (100) angebracht ist, umfassend:

eine Übertragungsantenne (14) zum Übertragen elektromagnetischer Wellen zu einem Objekt;
eine Empfangsantenne (15) zum Empfangen von Wellen, welche durch das Objekt reflektiert werden; und
eine Detektoreinheit (34) zum Detektieren eines Fahrzeugs und eines Objekts,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Detektoreinheit (34) auf der Grundlage der reflektierten Wellen die Posi-
tionen eines vorausfahrenden Fahrzeugs (101) und eines voraus befindlichen Objekts, welche in eine Richtung,
die gleich der Richtung ist, in die das vorhandene Fahrzeug fährt, detektiert, beurteilt, dass das voraus befindliche
Objekt das Gleiche wie das vorausfahrende Fahrzeug (101) ist, wenn die Position des voraus befindlichen
Objekts sich in einem vorausbestimmten Beurteilungsbereich für das vorausfahrende Fahrzeug befindet, wobei
die Position des vorausfahrenden Fahrzeugs (101) als ein Bezugswert dient, auf der Grundlage der reflektierten
Wellen die Positionen eines entgegenkommenden Fahrzeugs (201) und eines entgegenkommenden Objekts
detektiert, welche in eine Richtung entgegengesetzt der Richtung, in die das gegebene Fahrzeug fährt, fahren,
und das entgegenkommende Objekt beurteilt, dass es das Gleiche wie das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug
(201) ist, wenn die Position des entgegenkommenden Objekts sich in einem vorausbestimmten Beurteilungs-
bereich für das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug (201) befindet, wobei die Position des entgegenkommenden
Fahrzeugs (201) als ein Bezugswert dient, und
dass der Beurteilungsbereich für das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug enger eingestellt ist als der Beurteilungs-
bereich für das vorausfahrende Fahrzeug (101).

2. Radarvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei: die Detektoreinheit das voraus befindliche Objekt als ein weiteres vor-
ausfahrendes Fahrzeug (102) beurteilt, wenn die Zeitspanne, in welcher das voraus befindliche Objekt außerhalb
des Beurteilungsbereichs für das vorausfahrende Fahrzeug (101) detektiert wird, eine vorbestimmte Beurteilungs-
zeitspanne für das vorausfahrende Fahrzeug (101) übersteigt, und das entgegenkommende Objekt als ein weiteres
entgegenkommende Fahrzeug (202) beurteilt, wenn die Zeitspanne, in welcher das entgegenkommende Objekt
außerhalb des Beurteilungsbereichs für das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug detektiert wird, eine vorbestimmte Be-
urteilungszeitspanne für das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug übersteigt; und
wobei die Beurteilungszeitspanne für das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug (201) kürzer gesetzt ist als die Beurtei-
lungszeitspanne für das vorausfahrende Fahrzeug (101).
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3. Radarvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei: die Radarvorrichtung elektromagnetische Wellen eine Mehrzahl von
Malen von der Übertragungsantenne aus überträgt;
die Detektoreinheit das voraus befindliche Objekt als ein weiteres vorausfahrendes Fahrzeug (102) beurteilt, wenn
die Frequenz zum Erfassen des voraus befindlichen Objekts außerhalb des Beurteilungsbereichs für vorausfahrende
Fahrzeuge (101) eine vorbestimmte Frequenz zum Beurteilen des vorausfahrenden Fahrzeugs (101) übersteigt,
und das entgegenkommende Objekt als ein weiteres entgegenkommendes Fahrzeug (202) beurteilt, wenn die
Frequenz zum Erfassen des entgegenkommenden Objekts außerhalb des Beurteilungsbereichs für entgegenkom-
mende Fahrzeuge eine vorbestimmte Frequenz zum Beurteilen des entgegenkommenden Fahrzeugs (201) über-
steigt; und
wobei die Frequenz zum Beurteilen des entgegenkommenden Fahrzeugs (201) kürzer eingestellt ist als die Frequenz
zum Beurteilen des vorausfahrenden Fahrzeugs (101).

4. Radarvorrichtung nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Detektoreinheit das entgegenkommende
Objekt augenblicklich als ein weiteres entgegenkommendes Fahrzeug (202) beurteilt, wenn die Position des ent-
gegenkommenden Objekts außerhalb eines vorbestimmten Bereichs zum Bestimmen des Hauptkörpers des ent-
gegenkommenden Fahrzeugs (201) ist, wobei die Position des entgegenkommenden Fahrzeugs als Bezugswert
dient, und der Bereich zum Bestimmen des Hauptkörpers des entgegenkommenden Fahrzeugs (202) breiter ist als
der Beurteilungsbereich für das entgegenkommende Fahrzeug (201).

Revendications

1. Dispositif radar (1000), qui est monté sur un présent véhicule (100), comprenant:

une antenne de transmission (14) pour transmettre des ondes électromagnétiques à un objet;
une antenne de réception (15) pour recevoir des ondes réfléchies par ledit objet; et
une unité de détection (34) pour détecter un véhicule et un objet,
caractérisé en ce que ladite unité de détection (34) détecte, sur la base desdites ondes réfléchies, les positions
d’un véhicule précédent (101) et d’un objet précédent se déplaçant dans un sens identique au sens dans lequel
le présent véhicule se déplace, juge que ledit objet précédent est le même que ledit véhicule précédent (101)
si la position dudit objet précédent se trouve dans une plage de jugement de véhicule précédent prédéterminée
avec la position dudit véhicule précédent (101) en tant que référence, détecte, sur la base desdites ondes
réfléchies, les positions d’un véhicule venant en sens inverse (201) et d’un objet venant en sens inverse se
déplaçant dans un sens opposé au sens dans lequel ledit présent véhicule se déplace, et juge que ledit objet
venant en sens inverse est le même que ledit véhicule venant en sens inverse (201) si la position dudit objet
venant en sens inverse se trouve dans une plage de jugement de véhicule venant en sens inverse (201)
prédéterminée avec la position dudit véhicule venant en sens inverse (201) en tant que référence, et
ladite plage de jugement de véhicule venant en sens inverse est réglée pour être plus étroite que ladite plage
de jugement de véhicule précédent (101).

2. Dispositif radar selon la revendication 1, dans lequel : ladite unité de détection juge que ledit objet précédent est
un autre véhicule précédent (102) si la période au cours de laquelle ledit objet précédent est détecté à l’extérieur
de ladite plage de jugement de véhicule précédent (101) dépasse une période de jugement de véhicule précédent
(101) prédéterminée, et juge que ledit objet venant en sens inverse est un autre véhicule venant en sens inverse
(202) si la période au cours de laquelle ledit objet venant en sens inverse est détecté à l’extérieur de ladite plage
de jugement de véhicule venant en sens inverse dépasse une période de jugement de véhicule venant en sens
inverse prédéterminée; et
dans lequel ladite période de jugement de véhicule venant en sens inverse (201) est réglée pour être plus courte
que ladite période de jugement de véhicule précédent (101).

3. Dispositif radar selon la revendication 1, dans lequel : ledit dispositif radar transmet des ondes électromagnétiques
une pluralité de nombre de fois à partir de ladite antenne de transmission ; ladite unité de détection juge que ledit
objet précédent est un autre véhicule précédent (102) si la fréquence de détection dudit objet précédent à l’extérieur
de ladite plage de jugement de véhicule précédent (101) dépasse une fréquence prédéterminée de jugement du
véhicule précédent (101), et juge que ledit objet venant en sens inverse est un autre véhicule venant en sens inverse
(202) si la fréquence de détection dudit objet venant en sens inverse à l’extérieur de ladite plage de jugement de
véhicule venant en sens inverse dépasse une fréquence prédéterminée de jugement du véhicule venant en sens
inverse (201); et
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dans lequel ladite fréquence de jugement du véhicule venant en sens inverse (201) est réglée pour être inférieure
à ladite fréquence de jugement du véhicule précédent (101).

4. Dispositif radar selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ladite unité de détection juge instan-
tanément que ledit objet venant en sens inverse est un autre véhicule venant en sens inverse (202) si la position
dudit objet venant en sens inverse est à l’extérieur d’une plage prédéterminée pour décider du corps principal du
véhicule venant en sens inverse (201) avec la position dudit véhicule venant en sens inverse en tant que référence,
et ladite plage de décision du corps principal du véhicule venant en sens inverse (202) est plus large que ladite
plage de jugement de véhicule venant en sens inverse (201).
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